Please see requirements listed next to each ride.

Max. Individual Weight | Max. Combined Weight | Min. Height Requirement

1. Big Thunder 250 | 700 | 48"
- Giant multi-person raft ride sending you into a funnel propelling you to thrilling heights. Wild.

2. Big Red 250 | 400 | 42"
- Fast and exciting raft ride for 1 to 2 passengers. Moderate.

3. Baby Blue — | — | 48"
- Plunge down this thrilling single body slide as you drop into a soaking splash landing. Wild.

4. Brain Drain — | — | 48"

5. Riptide Raffin’ — | 800 | 48" w/adult
- Family raft ride with smooth and easy turns and drops. Mild.

6. Pirate’s Plunge — | — | 48"
- It’s a 70-ft. drop down these two enclosed body slides in complete darkness. Wild.

7. Big Surf Wave Pool — | — | 48"
- Catch a wave up to 6 ft. high in the 25,000-sq.-ft. wave pool. Moderate.

8. Alligator Alley — | — | 25"
- Able to reach rope with net. Hold on tight to the net as you try to cross floating animals. Mild.

9. Tubin’ Tornadoes 250 | 400 | 45"
- Fast and exciting enclosed ride for 1 to 2 passengers with loaded twists and turns. Moderate.

10. Body Blasters — | — | 36"
- Fast and exciting enclosed ride for 1 to 2 passengers with loaded twists and turns. Moderate.

11. Lazy River
- Cool off in your tube as you make your way through the relaxing 1/4 mile river with waterfalls. Mild.

12. Splish Splash Lagoon — | — | 36"
- Kids’ play area with 3 slides, floating animals and lots of adventure. Mild.

13. Bare Footin’ Bay — | — | 36"
- Interactive play structure with 2 slides and tipping bucket. Mild.

14. Old Yellar 100 | 250 | 36"
- Fast and exciting enclosed ride for 1 to 2 passengers with loaded twists and turns. Moderate.

15. Ragin’ Rapids 250 | 700 | 48"
- Soar through this enclosed speeding multi-person raft ride with two heart pounding drops. Wild.

16. Black Thunder 250 | 700 | 48"
- Two-person raft ride that zooms through exhilarating twists, turns and dips in complete darkness. Wild.

17. Criss Crossing — | — | 36"
- Able to reach rope with net. Hold on tight to the net as you try to cross floating obstacles of ice, fruit and alligators. Mild.

18. Splash Hill — | — | 36"
- Six single and multi-person splashtacular slides. Mild/Moderate.

19. FlowRider
- Catch and ride a wave on a boogie board. This skill and thrill ride is fun for all ages. Wild.

20. Rapids Racer — | — | 42"
- A high-speed competition slide with six lanes allowing riders to race downhill against each other in a head-first dive for the bottom. Wild.

21. Big Surf Cabanas
22. Picnic-in-the-Park Pavilions
23. Tobago Trading Post
24. Picnic Area
25. Pelican Bay Café & Pub
26. Big Surf Café
27. High Tide Tiki Bar
28. Frosty’s
29. Lockers

Minimum height and weight restrictions are posted at each attraction. Thrill ratings are mild (good for all ages), moderate (thrill seekers) and wild (dare devils).